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Abstract

A substantial body of studies have attempted to examine whether the fundamental-
or the sentiment-based theories can provide more appropriate explanation on the
value premium anomaly. However, there are no rigorous studies that have success-
fully tested it under the common empirical framework. In this paper we develop
the integrated model in which value and growth stocks are traded in a market with
noise traders, and fully rational and risk averse (heterogeneous) arbitrageurs; as-
sets are priced in terms of both fundamental risk that arises from asset payoffs and
non-fundamental risk that stems from investors sentiment. We derive a number
of theoretical predictions on the aggregate arbitrage activities respectively under
the fundamental-based and the sentiment-based assumption. To examine which
predictions are valid empirically, we apply the two-stage methodology to the daily
S&P value and growth index and index future over the period, 1999 - 2014. In
the first stage we identify three regimes by HML returns and we apply the two-
period generalized ECM to each regime in the second stage. We find that HML
returns for value and growth indices and futures are positive on average, but close
to zero. No-premium regime corresponds to the bull market over 2004-2008 and
2010-2014, the value premium regime to the bear market, and the value discount
to the transition period from the bull to the bear market. More importantly, we
find that value (growth) stocks tend to attract lower initial mispricing correction
and subsequent noise momentum coefficients under the value premium (discount)
regime whilst the arbitrage activities are similar under no-premium regime. These
empirical findings provide strong support for the sentiment-based prediction on
the value premium anomaly.

1. Introduction

Value stocks tend to outperform growth stocks. Such value premium anomaly
has been investigated extensively by two main approaches: fundamental-based
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and sentiment-based theories. On the one hand, Fama and French (1992, 1993,
1996) claim that value stocks are fundamentally riskier than growth stocks, even
though both are correctly priced. As value companies stocks tend to be in financial
distress and vulnerable to bankruptcy, hence their higher average returns represent
the compensation for fundamental cash-flow risk. On the other hand, Lakonishok,
Shleifer and Vishny (1994, LSV hereafter) suggest that markets are inefficient
with frictions and irrational investors, and that value stocks are mispriced and
relatively cheaper, not riskier, such that they can produce superior ex post returns.
In particular, irrational investors tend to misprice value and growth stocks; they
are overly optimistic about the future growth prospect of growth stocks due to
their past good earnings, but excessively pessimistic about value stocks. However
in practice, the difference between realized growth rates of growth and value stocks
are lower than expectation. Such over/underreaction due to cognitive errors, called
the extrapolation bias, is suggested to be responsible for the value anomaly. LSV
also document evidence that value stocks are currently out of favor with investors
while growth stocks are glamour stocks that are favored by investors.

A substantial body of empirical studies have attempted to examine which view,
the fundamental- and the sentiment-based one, provides more appropriate expla-
nation behind the debate on the value premium anomaly, though most empirical
studies have been conducted under quite different frameworks. This is mainly
because that the two approaches represent two potentially conflicting frameworks;
the fundamental-based approach follows the efficient market hypothesis whereas
the sentiment-based one allows the presence of noise traders to push prices away
from fundamentals. In this reagrd, Campbell and Vuolteenaho (2004) have care-
fully addressed this issue by decomposing the CAPM beta into two components:
the one related to cash-flow fundamental and the other related to the market
discount rates. They find that value stocks tend to have the higher fundamental-
related betas, providing the support for the fundamental-based prdeiction about
the value premium. However, the validity and the robustness of this approach is
criticised by Phalippou (2007) who document different results across different time
periods and dataset. Daniel, Hirshleifer and Subrahmanyam (2001) propose the
model that accounts for both mispricing and fundamental risk component in the
asset’s returns, in order to test the validity of one theory against another under the
common framework. However, mispricing in the model is induced by information
signal possessed by traders, which is unobservable in reality.

To the best of our knowledge, however, there are no rigorous studies that have
successfully examined the validity of the fundamental-based theory against the
sentiment-based one on the value anomaly under the common empirical frame-
work. In this paper we aim to fill this gap by extending Shleifer and Vishny
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(1997) and Gromb and Vayanos (2010), and developing the integrated model in
which value and growth stocks are traded in a market with noise traders and
fully rational and risk averse arbitrageurs. Under the market with frictions and
noise traders, stocks might be mispriced and the arbitrages are limited especially
in the short-term, though prices are attracted mainly by the fundamental value
in the long-term. Noise traders tend to push the price away from fundamen-
tals and arbitrageurs are then faced with both fundamental and non-fundamental
risks. Noise trading tend to persist and become even extreme in the short-run,
which we refer to as non-fundamental risk. Cai et al. (2015) highlight an impor-
tance of such mispricing persistence in the short-term. Furthermore, we follow
Bushee (1998, 2001), and allow two heterogenous arbitrageurs, denoted transient
and long-term arbitrageurs. Arbitrage is often performed by specialised but het-
erogeneous institutional investors. Bushee (2001) classify institutional investors
into three groups: transient, quasi-indexer and dedicated, based on their portfolio
turnover, diversification, and momentum trading. In our model transient arbi-
trageurs are investors with the short investment horizon, high portfolio turnover
and high trading frequency, and they are supposed to bear the noise trader risk
and limit their willingness to bet against noise traders. Long-term arbitrageurs
are dedicated investors who have the long holding period, less diversified portfolio
and low turnover and who bear the fundamental risk, but tend to overlook the
short-term noise trader risk.

In our model, asset return is jointly determined by investors sentiment that
induce the initial mispricing, fundamental risk component that arises from asset
payoffs and non-fundamental risk component that stems from investors sentiment.
Our model is related to the work of Daniel et al. (2001), whose framework accounts
for investors sentiment and fundamental risk in asset return, but not for non-
fundamental risk. With the additional non-fundamental risk in our model, we
show that although investors sentiment is crucial for total asset return, but the
ability of investors sentiment in explaining value anomaly is weaken. Instead, value
anomaly is more likely to arise due to either fundamental risk or non-fundamental
risk. However, without a unified measure of fundamental and non-fundamental
risk, it seems difficult to distinguish the fundamental and non-fundamental risk
component in the total asset return. Our model offers an alternative way and
shows that the impacts of fundamental and non-fundamental risk on asset return
are channeled through arbitrageurs behavior in response to those risks.

We are inspired by the seminal work of Delong et al. (1990), who highlight
that professional arbitrageurs’ behavior can be seen as a response to noise trad-
ing rather than trading on fundamentals and suggest that one should look into
the effect of unpredictable noise traders on the opportunity of rational investors.
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Recently, Faff et al. (2015) demonstrate that the aggregate arbitrageurs activ-
ities can be captured by both initial mispricing correction (or error correction)
and noise momentum cofficients. Following noise trader shocks, an initial correc-
tion measures the proportion of mispricing corrected by arbitrageurs in an initial
period while noise momentum captures the degree of persistence of unarbitraged
errors in the subsequent period. Faff et al. (2015) also propose a two-period gener-
alised error correction model (which is an extesion of the conventional one-period
error correction model), and provide a convincing empirical evidence that both
coefficients are significant and jointly detemine an overall speed of arbitrage ad-
justments. Furthermore, Cai et al. (2015) investigate the aggregate arbitrageurs
activities under different market regimes with different initial mispricing errors and
volatilities. In the current paper we will examine the aggregate arbitrage activities
under the same market with two different assets, value and growth stocks, and
then aim to distinguish between the impacts of fundamental and non-fundamental
risks on the aggregate arbitrageurs activities across value and growth stocks.

We derive a number of theoretical predictions, the validity of which can be
tested in the subsequent empirical application. The first prediction obtained under
the fundamental-based assumption that value stocks with superior returns are
fundamentally riskier, is that long-term arbitrageurs will reduce their initial and
subsequent investments in order to exploit the discrepancy between the price and
fundamental. This results in the lower initial mispricing correction and the higher
noise momentum in terms of the aggregate arbitrageurs activities on value stocks.
On the other hand, under the sentiment-based assumption, we achieve the different
prediction. Value stocks are out of favor with investors, and thus are likely to
contain relatively higher risk of a further decline. Transient arbitrageurs then
refuse to bet against noise trader risks initially, but save funding for next period
when noise misperceptions will become deepened. As a result, the aggregate
arbitrageurs activities on value stocks should display the lower initial mispricing
correction and the lower noise momentum. The predictions go in the opposite
direction with the value discount when growth stocks earn superior returns.

To examine which predictions are valid empirically, we consider the S&P value
and growth index and index future. The S&P 500 value (growth) index is a market-
capitalization-weighted index, consisting of those assets within the S&P 500 index
that have strong value (growth) characteristics. Thus, the index captures mainly
large capitalization assets. Fama and French (2006) show that HML returns of
large stocks is 0.31% per month over the period 1926 - 2004. We find that the
difference between daily returns in value and growth indices and futures, i.e. HML
returns, are positive on average, but close to zero. This is consistent with the LSV
prediction that value premiums are smaller for larger assets due to arbitrage costs
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and investor sophistication. Fama and French (2012) also find no significant value
premium (with 0.1% per month and t statistic, 0.49) in large assets in the North
America region.

We employ the two-stage methodology. First, we follow Guidolin and Tim-
mermann (2008) and apply the regime-switching VAR models to HML returns of
value and growth index and futures. This produces three regimes of distinctive
HML returns as follows: the periods with the value premium, value discount, and
no premium or discount. No premium regime with HML returns close to zero,
corresponds to highly persistent bull markets (good regime) with lower volatility
over 2004-2008 and 2010-2014. Value premium regime is likely to appear in the
bear market with the highest volatility (bad regime). This finding is consistent
with the behavioral explanation that the value premium exists in the bad period
with potentially limited and costly arbitrage and disappears in the good period.
Finally, a regime with the significant value discount is likely to be the transition
period from the bull to the bear market, which is also quite volatile. Guidolin and
Timmermann (2008) report various test results over the sample period, 1927-2005,
documenting the equality (zero HML return) state in the bear market, but the
value premium state in the bull market. Notice that their HML portfolio contains
both small and large stocks.

Once we identify the three regimes by HML returns, in the second stage, we
apply the two-period generalised ECM to each regime and evaluate the arbitrage
activities respectively for value and growth indices. We find that the noise mo-
mentum coefficients are less than 1 in all three regimes, suggesting that that
transient arbitrageurs position are on average betting against naive noise traders
so as to improve the market efficiency. Furthermore, we find that value (growth)
stocks tend to generate the lower mispricing correction and noise momentum un-
der the value premium (discount) regime whilst arbitrageurs activities are similar
under no-premium regime. These empirical findings provide strong support for the
sentiment-based prediction on the value preimum anomaly. Moreover, the overall
speed of adjustment, determined joinlty by both mispricing correction and noise
momentum coefficients, are more or less similar across value and growth assets in
each regime, indicating that that the impacts of noise trader risk on overall speed
of adjustment are generally unimportant. Our results have important implications
behind the ongoing debate about the value preimum anomaly, suggesting that the
value premium or discount associated with th large-cap stocks are mainly driven
by investors sentiments. However, further studies will be warranteed to investigate
the possibility that both fundamental- and sentiment-based theories will jointly
explain the value premium anomaly.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the related liter-
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ature. Section 3 introduces an integrated model. Section 4 develops the main the-
oretical predictions. Section 5 introduces the two-stage methodoloy and presents
the main empirical results. Section 6 concludes. All the proofs are relegated in
the Mathematical Appendix.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Fundamental-based View

Fundamental-based explanation is derived under an efficient market assump-
tion. In an efficient market without fractions and noise traders, economists have
long evaluated the risk of a given stock by its beta, i.e. the sensitivity of a stock’s
return to the return on the market as a whole. Thus fundamental-based explana-
tion predicts that value stocks with higher expected returns should have higher
betas. However, the empirical results are mixed. Fama and French (1992) and
others show that the CAPM of Shape (1964) and Lintner (1965) cannot account
for the value premium, i.e. value stocks with higher expected returns yet do not
have higher betas. LSV find that superior return in value stocks are not accompa-
nied by notable risks, measured by beta and volatility. Fama and French (1996)
argue that book-to-market ratio is proxy for firm’s financial distress risk that is
not captured by the single beta. Anomalies disappear when adding size and value
factors, i.e. the SMB and HML factors in the CAPM model. Campbell and
Vuolteenaho (2004) also extend the Sharpe-Lintner CAPM, and decompose the
single beta into two components: a cash-flow beta and a discount-rate beta. They
find that value stocks tend to have a higher cash-flow betas than growth stocks,
which indicates that value stocks are fundamentally riskier. Campbell, Plok and
Vuolteenaho (2009) further claim that systematic risk of value/growth stocks are
mainly driven by their fundamentals, rather than investors sentiment.

Another implication from the fundamental-based explanation is that the risk of
value-minus-growth strategies is high (low) in bad (good) times when the expected
premium for risk is high (low). LSV report that value betas are higher than growth
betas in good times but are lower in bad times. Early studies like Debondt and
Thaler (1987) and Chopra et al. (1992) also find the similar evidence, which
concludes that value does not expose investors to a greater downside risk and
thus support the sentiment-based explanation. Petkova et al. (2005) revisit this
issue and find that value-minus-growth betas tend to co-vary positively with the
expected market risk premium. Also Fama and French (1996) find that value
betas are higher than growth betas from 1926 to 1963, but fail to reach the same
conclusion from 1963 to 2004. These results provide evidences for the fundamental-
based explanation.
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2.2. Sentiment-based View

An alternative explanation of value anomaly: the sentiment-based explanation
requires two conditions, concluded by Gromb and Vayanos (2010, GV hereafter).
First, stocks are mispriced due to investors sentiment. The aggregate trading of
noise traders generates non-fundamental demand shocks to push the prices away
from fundamentals, and then misprice arises. Second, there must be limits to the
ability and willingness of arbitrageurs to offset the pricing effects of noise traders,
and then misprice persists. For the theoretical base of the first condition, con-
sider the scenario that non-fundamental demand shocks are various across stocks,
but limits to arbitrage is similar across stocks. LSV introduce the extrapolation
view, such that investors tend to be overly optimistic about firms with good past
performance, while overly pessimistic to those with poor past performance. Bar-
beris and Shleifer (2003) then introduce the category view, such that investors
tend to group assets into categories such as small-cap stocks, value stocks, etc.
Noise traders might allocate more funding in growth stocks, while withdraw from
value stocks. As a result, value (growth) stocks co-move even when their cash flow
fundamentals are uncorrelated.

Empirical studies provide some positive evidence. Barberis, Shleifer and Wur-
gler (2005) test the category view of explaining the index effect, i.e. index in-
clusion or exclusion, and find positive results that support the sentiment-based
explanation. Baker and Wurgler (2006, 2007) use proxies for investors sentiment
(close-end-fund discount, consumer confidence index and a composite sentiment
index by Baker and Wurgler (2006)) to show that low (high) sentiment leads to
subsequent high (low) stock returns. They find that extreme growth stocks and
distressed stocks with high sentiment earn relatively low returns.

Much more work on sentiment-based explanations has been done to examine
the second condition, i.e. the relation between limits of arbitrage and value pre-
mium. Now consider instead the scenario that non-fundamental demand shock
are similar across stocks in general, but arbitrage is not equally limited. Arbi-
trage costs can be separated into two types: transaction costs and holding costs.
Transaction costs includes short-selling costs, and leverage and margin constraints.
Holding costs, on the other hand, is the risk borne by arbitrageurs when they en-
ter into an arbitrage opportunity: fundamental risk, non-fundamental risk and
idiosyncratic risk. Fundamental risk arises from the stocks cash-flow fundamen-
tals, while the non-fundamental risk, i.e. noise trader risk, stem from the non-
fundamental demand shocks. Idiosyncratic risk had been highlighted as one of
the arbitrage holding costs by Pontiff (2006) and Shleifer and Vishny (1997, SV
hereafter). SV argue that idiosyncratic risk matters provided that the portfolios of
arbitrageurs, such as institutional investors are far from diversified, while Pontiff
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(2006) later relaxes the condition and shows that arbitrageurs will invest relatively
less to assets with high idiosyncratic risk regardless the number of assets in their
portfolio. However, our paper do not consider the effect of firm-specific idiosyn-
cratic risk by the use of the value and growth index. Such an arbitrage portfolio
can almost eliminate all the firm-specific idiosyncratic risk.

To conclude, arbitrageurs require higher risk premium for bearing higher arbi-
trage risk in exploiting the price discrepancy. Based on this framework, a number
of literature have tested the sentiment-based explanation. Ali et al. (2003) find
that value premium is greater for stocks with higher idiosyncratic return volatility.
McLean (2010) also reveal that the return of long-run reversal portfolio is posi-
tively related to idiosyncratic risk. Phalippou (2004) use institutional ownership
as a proxy for the cost of arbitrage, and show that stocks that held by institutional
investors do not exhibit any significant value premium. Nagel (2005) claims that
short-selling constraints are responsible for the persistence of value premium.

2.3. Fundamental- Against Sentiment-based View

Fundamental-based view attempts to explain value anomaly with rational asset
pricing model, while sentiment-based view focus on the contradicted framework
of irrational asset pricing with noise trading and mispricing, such as Delong et
al. (1990). In absence of an integrated framework, it is difficult to test one
view against the other. The work of Daniel et al. (2001) first offer an explicit
theoretical model in which asset returns are jointly predicted by the CAPM beta
and current mispricing. In their model, investors receive information about the
asset’s systematic and firm-specific idiosyncratic factors. Mispricing arises due to
overconfident investors about the factors, and rational investors then enter the
market to exploit the pricing error. Mispricing is not fully corrected in the initial
period since investors are risk averse. Unlike our model, Daniel et al. do not
model extra trading periods when mispricing might deepen, and tend to ignore
the noise trader risk. As a result, it can be seen as a special case in our model
without considering transient arbitrageurs and noise trader risk. Moreover, while
Daniel et al. tend to argue that both fundamental and sentiment are important
determinants of the total return of a stock, we are more focused on the explanation
of value return premium, i.e. which view dominates, fundamental or sentiment.

A substantial body of empirical work examines the fundamental-based view
against the sentiment-based view, but the results are mixed. Daniel and Titman
(1997) deny the fundamental-based view by showing that return of value/growth
stocks does not associated with the factor model. They find that value stocks
tend to have similar characteristics, and co-vary with one another strongly despite
of being distressed or not. This, on the other hand, supports the sentiment-
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based explanation. Daniel et al. (2001) extend their former work to Japanese
stock market and again reject the fundamental-based explanation. Chui et al.
(2012) test the two explanations on a country level, i.e. the relation between
value premium and investors risk aversion (fundamental-based) or stock market
development (sentiment-based) in a country. They find that value premium is
higher in countries where investors tend to be more risk averse, but fail to find any
relation with market development. These results enhance the fundamental-based
explanation. The beta decomposition of Campbell and Vuolteenaho (2004) provide
a direct method that are able to determine whether characteristics that predict
future returns are risk factors related to fundamentals or indicators of investors
sentiment resulted in mispricing. They find that value stocks tend to have higher
beta that related to cash-flow fundamentals. Campbell, Plok and Vuolteenaho
(2009) also apply the two beta model and use proxies for news about cash-flow
fundamentals and sentiment. They show that betas of value and growth stocks are
mainly determined by cash-flow fundamentals, which is evidence for fundamental-
based view. However, these approaches, like Fama and French (1993), are formed
within the Intertemporal Capital Asset Pricing Model framework of Merton (1973)
under a efficient market assumption. Phalippou (2007) questions the validity of
these various adaptations of the CAPM 1, which tend to support the fundamental-
based view, by reassessing the robustness of their results on different time periods
and sets of data.

3. The Model

3.1. The Assets

Our analysis builds on an extended model of SV and GV with noise traders
and arbitrageurs. We consider two risky assets in the market, value and growth
(denoted as type i ∈ (V, G)), trading in period t = 1, t = 2 and pay off in period
t = 3. The riskless rate is exogenous and equal to zero. For tractability, pay
off in period 3, d3,i, i = V, G are assumed to be normal with the same mean d̄

but different standard deviation δdi. There are two types of agents in the market,
noise traders and arbitrageurs. The noise traders demand shock tend to push
the asset price away from its fundamental, while arbitrageurs who observe the
price discrepancy enter the market to bet against the noise traders and earn the
arbitrage profit.

1See also Daniel and Titman (2005) and Lewellen et al. (2006).
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3.2. The Market Participants

3.2.1. Noise traders

Noise traders in each asset do not know the pay off value d̄ in period 3. Thus in
each period, noise traders experience pessimistic shocks, St,i, t = 1, 2, 3; i = V, G.
In period 1, S1,i are known to arbitrageurs, while S2,i are normally distributed
random variables with mean S̄2,i and standard deviation δni. The expected future
noise trader shocks are assumed to be greater, such that S̄2,i > S1,i. In period 3,
noise traders realize the fundamentals when assets pay off dividends, thus shocks
become zero, i.e. S3,i = 0. In absence of the noise trader shocks, the price of
both asset at period 1 and 2 equal to the asset’s fundamental, i.e. the expected
payoff d̄. Thus, when noise traders generates a non-fundamental demand shock,
it might deviate the asset price from its fundamental, and then arbitrageurs enter
the market to exploit the price discrepancies between the prices of the asset at
different trading period, or in other words, intertemporal arbitrage.

3.2.2. Arbitrageurs

Unlike SV and GV, arbitrageurs in our model are far from homogeneous, as we
distinguish them into two groups, transient and long-term arbitrageurs (denoted
with arbitrageur types j ∈ (T, L)). In particular, transient arbitrageurs has short
investment horizons, i.e. they must close their position in period t+ 1 when they
enter the market in period t. The assumption of transient arbitrageurs plays a
major role in the paper of SV and De long et al. (1990), in order to highlight
the importance of noise trader risk. However, if arbitrageurs have long investment
horizon, then short-term noise trader risk would not affect their strategies. Unlike
transient arbitrageurs, long-term arbitrageurs collect their profit in the period
when price finally recovers to fundamental (period 3 in our model). Thus long-
term arbitrageurs care more about the fundamental risk δd rather than the noise
trader risk in short run.

Arbitrageurs are able to accumulate funding, f j1,1 from outside investors in
the initial period to invest in asset i. Transient arbitraguers are expected to
face financial constraint in period 2, i.e. S̄2,i > fT1,1, while long-term abritraguers
have sufficient funding. The assumption on capital constraints is strong but not
crucial for the results. Even when transient arbitrageurs do not face constraints,
they are not able to eliminate the mispricing in period 1 due to risk aversion,
but are capable in period 2. In this paper, we are interested in the cases with
persistent mispricing. Thus imposing this simple assumption assures that in period
2 transient arbitrageurs are not able to fully correct the mispricing, and mispricing
persists. Comparing to SV, who assume that Σj=T, Lf

j
1,1 < S1,i, the assumption

on capital constraint is less stronger in our model, since arbitrageurs in our model
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are risk averse.
Both groups of arbitrageurs are risk averse, and have CARA utility function

with risk tolerance, γj:

E
(
U
(
f jt,i
)
| F jt,i

)
= E

[
−exp

{
− 1

γj
f jt,i

}
| F jt,i

]
(1)

where f jt,i is the total funding in period t for arbitrageurs j to invest in asset i
and F jt,i is the price information available to arbitrageurs j in period t for asset i.
The optimal position for arbitrageurs j in period t is βjt,i. We allow both group
of arbitrageurs to long or short the asset, but they have to fully collateralize their
position, i.e. −1 ≤ βjt,i ≤ 1, by which they will not lose out all the funding and
bail out of the market completely.

The price information received by different groups of arbitrageurs are assumed
as follows. First, we assume that investment of transient arbitrageurs in period
1 can be observed by long-term arbitrageurs, and vice versa. Second, transient
arbitrageurs tend to overlook the period 3 fundamental risk when they form their
investment strategies in period 1 since they close their position in period 2. As a
result, they believe that they will be fully invested in period 2 when mispricing
deepens, i.e. Et=1

(
βT2,i

)
= 1. Long-term arbitrageurs, however, are likely to ignore

the short-term noise trader risk in period 2 and adjust their strategies based on last
period fundamental risk. According to our model setup, the useful information
set for long-term arbitrageurs in period 1 for asset i, FL1,i can be described as{
d̄, S1,i, δdi, β

T
t,if

T
t,i, P1,i

}
, while that for transient arbitrageurs in period 1, FT1,i

can be described as
{
d̄, S1,i, β

L
t,if

L
t,i, S̄2,i, δni, P1,i

}
2.

3.3. The Market Clearing Condition

In aggregate, the market clearing condition in period t for asset i is that de-
mand for the asset must equal to the unit supply, then the asset price is given
as:

Pt,i = d̄− St,i + βTt,if
T
t,i + βLt,if

L
t,i. (2)

In our model, since both agents determine their position in period 1 given the
information available to them, we focus on arbitrageurs’ strategies in period 1,
βj1,i.

In SV, the performance-based arbitrage (PBA) is introduced, such that outside
investors might augment or withdraw funding from arbitrageurs based on the

2Except where otherwise noted, all arbitrageurs’ expectations, covariances, and variances
are conditioned on all signals available to them.
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previous performance. It is reflected on a PBA sensitivity, α, such that the funding
in period t+ 1 can be expressed by

f jt+1,i = f jt,i + αβjt,if
j
t,i

(
Pt+1,i

Pt,i
− 1

)
. (3)

α is normally greater than 1, indicating that if arbitrageurs had a bad track record,
i.e. Pt+1 < Pt, outside investors will withdraw funding from them. With a larger
PBA sensitivity, arbitrageurs tend to reduce their initial investment, in case the
price drops in the next period and causes a funding withdrawal. The risk averse
arbitrageurs in our generalized model will act the same as they face a larger α;
they would refuse to bear too much short-term risk. For simplicity, we set α = 1

to avoid some tedious calculations and expressions in the following analysis, but
in the Appendix, we show all the proof with α ≥ 1.

Faff et al. (2015) extend the SV model and introduce two measures to cap-
ture arbitrage activities. We follow Faff et al. (2015) and define the mispricing
correction, K and noise momentum, Λ in our model as

Ki =
βTt,if

T
t,i + βLt,if

L
t,i

S1,i

, Λi =
d̄− E

(
P2,i | F j1,i

)
d̄− P1,i

, (4)

K captures the proportion of initial mispricing correction achieved by both group
of arbitrageurs in period 1 and Λ captures the expected persistency of the unar-
bitraged errors in the next period. These two measures allow us to study the im-
pact of fundamental and non-fundamental risk on arbitrage activities and generate
several testable prediction under fundamental- or sentiment-based explanation of
value anomaly in the empirical study.

3.4. Maximization Problem for Long-term Arbitrageurs

Without loss of generality, we omit the notation of asset type i = V, G for
discussions in this section. As discussed, long-term arbitrageurs care about their
total wealth in period 3 when they close their position. It seems that their strate-
gies are affected by the initial noise trader shock (initial price deviation) and
long-term fundamental risk. More importantly, they determine their overall in-
vestment strategy in period 1 and do not alter their investment actively in period
2 when mispricing persists. Thus their position in period 2 changes accordingly
with the price, such that

βL2 f
L
2 = βL1 f

L
1

P2

P1

, (5)

It can be understanded as that the number of share long-term arbitrageurs hold
is unchanged, i.e. βL

2 f
L
2

P2
=

βL
1 f

L
1

P1
. The total funding they are expected to have in
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period 3 can be expressed as

fL3 = fL1 + βL1 f
L
1

(
d̄

P1

− 1

)
.

Under the assumption that fundamental is normally distributed, maximizing the
value of Eq. (1) is equivalent to maximizing E

(
fL3 | FL1

)
− 1

2
γLV ar

(
fL3 | FL1

)
,

which is derived as

β̄L1 =
P1

(
d̄− P1

)
fL1 γ

Lδ2
d

Together with the restrictions on collateralization, i.e. −1 ≤ βL1 ≤ 1, the optimal
position is described as  βL1 =

P1(d̄−P1)
fL1 γ

Lδ2
d
, for β̄L1 < 1

βL1 = 1, otherwise

 (6)

Notice that first βL1 are always non-negative since d̄ − P1 ≥ 0, thus long-term
arbitrageurs will not short the asset. Second βL1 = 0 when d̄ − P1 = 0, i.e. long-
term arbitrageurs refuse to invest when prices are equal to fundamentals. Thus
in the market with long-term arbitrageurs, mispricing cannot be eliminated in the
first two period due to their risk aversion. One can rewrite Eq. (6) together with
Eq. (2), and find the following equation:

βL1 =
2
(
S1 − βT1 fT1

)
− d̄− γLδ2

d +

√(
d̄+ γLδ2

d

)2
− 4 (S1 − βT1 fT1 ) γLδ2

d

2fL1
.

≈
d̄
(
S1 − βT1 fT1

)
fL1
(
d̄+ γLδ2

d

) (7)

The second equation is derived as a taylor approximation in terms of S1 − βT1 fT1 .
The result indicates that long-term arbitrageur’s position are determined by initial
shock, S1, position of transient arbitrageurs, βT1 fT1 , funding in hand, fL1 , funda-
mental risk, δd and their risk tolerance, γL. Also notice that the total investment
βL1 f

L
1 is independent from arbitrageurs funding fL1 when βL1 6= 1, which means that

the long-term arbitrageur’s ability to raise funding does not affect their investment
except for the full investment cases. This again shows that even if arbitrageurs
have sufficient funding, they cannot eliminate the misprice.
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3.5. Maximization Problem for Transient Arbitrageurs

Transient arbitrageurs care about the price in period 2 since they have to close
their position in this period. Transient arbitrageurs expect that P2 is written as

P2 = d̄− S2 + fT2 + βL2 f
L
2 .

Then together with Eq. (5), P2 can be rewritten as

P2 =
(
d̄− S2 + fT2

)
ξ (8)

where ξ = P1

P1−βL
1 f

L
1
. From Eq. (3), the funding of transient arbitrageurs in period

2 fT2 is expressed as

fT2 = fT1 + βT1 f
T
1

(
P2

P1

− 1
)
. (9)

Together with Eq. (8), we find that

fT2 =
fT1 P1

(
1− βT1

)
+ βT1 f

T
1 ξ
(
d̄− S2

)
P1 − βT1 fT1 ξ

(10)

Transient arbitrageurs aim to maximize the utility in period 2, i.e. E
(
U
(
fT2
)
| FT1

)
,

which leads to the results that

β̄T1 =

(
d̄− S1

) (
fT1 + S1 − S̄2

)
fT1
(
d̄− S1 + γT δ2

n

) .

With the restriction on collateralization, we conclude the optimal position as


βT1 = −1, for β̄T1 < −1

βT1 =
(d̄−S1)(fT1 +S1−S̄2)
fT1 (d̄−S1+γT δ2n)

, for -1<β̄T1 <1

 , (11)

The optimal position reveal the following implications. First, it is determined by
the initial noise trader shock, S1, the expectation of future shock, S̄2, noise trader
risk, δn, their own risk tolerance γT and funding in hand fT1 . Notice that the
optimal position is free from the effect of long-term arbitrageurs. This is because
long-term arbitrageurs do not withdraw or augment their investment in period 2
when transient arbitrageurs close their position. Second, transient arbitrageurs
never make full investment to long the asset since β̄T1 < 1 for sure. Third, when
the market only contains transient arbitrageurs, we always have P1 < d̄. In other
words, transient arbitrageurs cannot eliminate the mispricing in period 1. Fourth,
transient arbitrageurs might short the asset. βT1 is positive (long) if fT1 > S̄2− S1

or negative (short) if fT1 < S̄2−S1. To demonstrate why, we use Eq. (8) and (10)
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to get the following:
 E

(
P2 | FT1

)
< P1, for − 1 < βT1 < 0

E
(
P2 | FT1

)
> P1, for 0 < βT1 < 1

 ,
It indicates that transient arbitrageurs short (long) the asset when expected price
in period 2 is lower (higher) than that in period 1. This effect reflects on the noise
persistence, defined in Eq. (4), that Λ is greater than (less than)1 when transient
arbitrageurs short (long) the asset.

 Λ > 1, for − 1 < βT1 < 0

0 < Λ < 1, for 0 < βT1 < 1

 (12)

When −1 < βT1 < 0, transient arbitrageurs become a source of non-fundamental
demand shock to asset price, and long-term arbitrageurs become the only agent in
the market to exploit the price discrepancy. However, empirical evidences never
observe Λ > 1 on average, according to Faff et al. (2015) who focus on interna-
tional data and Cai et al. (2015) who focus on different market circumstance in
S&P 500 index. Even in the extreme circumstances in S&P 500 index, Cai et al.
(2015) find that 0 < Λ < 1. Our empirical study on Value and Growth index and
index future also fail to observe that Λ > 1. Similar to previous literature, we
find 0 < Λ < 1 in all cases, which indicates that transient arbitrageurs are mostly
exploiting a mispricing opportunity, i.e. 0 < βT1 < 1. As a result, we continue in
further discussions with a restriction that

fT1 > S̄2 − S1 (13)

to ensure βT1 > 0 (We ease this restriction in the Appendix). Together with the
financial constraint, the restriction can be written as

S̄2 > fT1 > S̄2 − S1

This assumption suggests that the funding of transient arbitrage are located in a
appropriate scale.

3.6. The Expected Asset Price and Return

The market clearing price in period 1 can be expressed as

P1 = d̄− S1 + βT1 f
T
1 + βL1 f

L
1

with βj1, j = T, L satisfies Eq. (6) and (11).
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Proposition 1. Consider the 3-period model setup from Subsection 3.1 to 3.5, we
find that ∂P1

∂S1
< 0, ∂P1

∂fT1
> 0, ∂P1

∂fL1
≥ 0, ∂P1

∂δd
< 0 and ∂P1

∂δn
< 0.

Proposition 1 highlights a number of properties. First, larger noise trader
demand shocks have larger price impact, which is consistent with the original
SV model. Second, given a noise trader shock S1, it is straightforward that the
market clearing price are more efficient when arbitrageurs receive more funding
(fT1 and fL1 ). Third, price impact is also larger when arbitrageurs have higher risk
tolerance (rj) and when asset has higher fundamental (δd) or non-fundamental
(δn) risk because arbitrageurs require more compansation to bear its risk.

It is convenient to define the period 1-3 return for long-term arbitrageurs as
the expected payoff minus the price,

E (R) = d̄− P1 = S1 −
(
βT1 f

T
1 + βL1 f

L
1

)
(14)

The expected return can be seen as two components: the price reaction to the
noise trader shock S1 and the risk premium

(
βT1 f

T
1 + βL1 f

L
1

)
that compensates

for the risk that arbitrageurs bear when holding the asset, both fundamental and
non-fundamental. To understand this, consider first the special case when the
market only contains transient arbitrageurs. Then the expected period 1-3 return
can be written as,

E (R) = S1 −

(
d̄− S1

) (
fT1 + S1 − S̄2

)
(
d̄− S1 + γT δ2

n

) .

≈
(
S1 + fT1 − S̄2

) γT δ2
n

d̄+ γT δ2
n

+
(
S̄2 − fT1

)
=

(
S1 + fT1 − S̄2

)
Rn +

(
S̄2 − fT1

)
(15)

Eq. (15) shows that the expected return can be seen as three components: the
price reaction to the noise trader shock, S1, the capital constraint, S̄2 − fT1 , and
the non-fundamental risk premium, γT δ2n

d̄+γT δ2n
, which we denote it as Rn. The non-

fundamental risk premium lies between 0 and 1. It becomes zero when there is
no non-fundamental risk, δn = 0, thus arbitrageurs would not require any pre-
mium. It becomes one when arbitrageurs are extremely risk averse, γT → ∞,
then arbitrageurs ask for the greatest compensation for bearing the risk. It can
be understood as an absence of transient arbitrageurs, since they will refuse to
invest in any risky asset when they are extremely risk averse. Eq. (15) has some
intuitive implications. Asset return is higher when it experiences a larger noise
trader demand shocks (larger S1); it has a higher non-fundamental risk (larger δn)
and arbitrageurs require higher compensation (larger Rn) to bear its risk; tran-
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sient arbitrageurs are more financially constrainted (larger S̄2 − fT1 ). In absence
of non-fundamental risk, i.e. Rn = 0, the asset return equals to the capital con-
straint, S̄2 − fT1 . In other words, transient arbitrageurs cannot fully correct the
mispricing in period 1, since they are assumed to face capital constraint in period
2. When there is no transient arbitraguers, i.e. Rn = 1, the asset return becomes
S1, which means no mispricing has been corrected by the arbitrageurs.

Now consider another special case when the market only contains partially-
invested long-term arbitrageurs. According to Eq. (7), we rewrite the expected
return as:

E (R) ≈ S1

(
γLδ2

d

d̄+ γLδ2
d

)
= S1R

d (16)

Asset return is decomposite into two component, the inital noise trader demand
shock, S1 and fundamental risk premium required by long-term arbitrageurs. Sim-
ilarly, we denote the fundamental risk premium as Rd. Intuitively, return is higher
when there is a larger noise trader demand shock or the asset has a more uncer-
tain payoff (larger δd) and arbitrageurs ask for more compensation. In absence
of the fundamental risk, i.e. δd = 0 and Rd = 0, the expected return becomes
zero; long-term arbitraguers with sufficient funding supply can fully eliminate the
mispricing in the initial period. When long-term arbitrageurs disappear, Rd = 1,
the asset return becomes S1.

Comparing the definition of Rd and Rn, it shows that fundamental and non-
fundamental risk are priced indifferently by transient and long-term arbitrageurs.
Also, Rd and Rn is independent from the other market participants (St, f j1 ). Thus
when there is a mixture of transient and long-term arbitrageurs, then the risk
premiums do not change. Substituting the definition of Rd and Rn from Eq. (15)
and (16) into (14), the expected period 1-3 return of the asset can be expressed as

E (R) = Rd
[(
S1 + fT1 − S̄2

)
Rn +

(
S̄2 − fT1

)]
(17)

with
Rd =

γLδ2
d

d̄+ γLδ2
d

, Rn =
γT δ2

n

d̄+ γT δ2
n

Overall, asset return in our model is determined by the fundamental and non-
fundamental risk, noise trader sentiment and arbitrageurs capitial. As introduced,
the sentiment view of value anomaly argues that mispricing is induced by two
moving factors: a change of sentiment on the noise trader, and a limit to arbitrage
from the rational arbitrage. The work of Daniel et al. (2001) provides a more
thorough framework where assets return is determined by both fundamental risk
and mispricing, where assets payoffs can be expressed as a K-factor structure and
mispricing arises due to investors sentiment. The special case with only long-term
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arbitrageurs in our model can be seen as a simplified model comparing to that of
Daniel et al., where the asset return is also determined by investors sentiment and
fundamental risk premium.

However, by introducing the additional non-fundamental risk and persistent
mispricing, it weaken the role of investors sentiment in causing misprice. To
understand this, consider the cross-asset arbitrage between value and growth when
they experience different noise trader demand shock, say S1V > S1G. All else
equal, mispricing arises and value has a higher return. Transient arbitrageurs
now are able to adjust their funding allocation on value and growth asset, fT1V
and fT1G, in order to cancell out the effect of S1i on asset return. In this case,
they move more funding towards value, which reduces the total return in value
and improves the mispricing. Thus our model indicates that although investors
sentiment plays an important role in determining the total asset return, it might
not be able to explain mispricing, like value premium, in our model. Instead, the
non-fundamental risk stemed from the investor sentiment is more likely to be the
cause of value premium in the sentiment-based view. More importantly, in our
empirical study between value and growth index and index future, we find that
the initial mispricing error are similar across value and growth, which indicates
that changes in investors sentiment cannot explain the value anomaly.

4. Impact of Fundamental and Non-fundamental Risk on Arbitrage Ac-
tivities

In our model, we have demonstrated that fundamental and non-fundamental
risk are the main determinant of value premium. According to Eq. (17), to distin-
guish fundamental and non-fundamental risk premium from the total return seems
difficult. Previous literatures, like Campbell et al. (2009), all suffer a similar prob-
lem: there is no unified measures of fundamental or non-fundamental risk. Our
model, however, reveals that the impact of fundamental and non-fundamental risk
on asset pricing are channeled through arbitrage activities towards these risks. It
provide a alternative and rather direct way to examine the impact of fundamental
and non-fundamental risk. Our analysis on arbitrage activities can be summarized
as follows.

4.1. The Impact of Initial Mispricing

The initial noise trader shock, determine the initial price displacement, is one
of the important information for transient and long-term arbitrageurs. Although
value and growth are assumed to experience the same demand shock, the demand
shock itself can be time-variant. SV had highlighted the extreme circumstances
when the initial price displacement is large. Cai et al. (2015) extend the SV
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model and derive several implications on arbitrage activities in different market
circumstances, both normal and extreme. We follow Cai et al. (2015) and reveal
a similar impact of initial noise trader shock in our extended model, which is
concluded more formally in the following propositions.

Proposition 2. Consider the 3-period model setup from Subsection 3.1 to 3.5, we
find that ∂βT

1

∂S1
> 0, ∂βL

1

∂S1
> 0 for βL1 < 1 and ∂βL

1

∂S1
= 0 for βL1 = 1.

Both groups of arbitrageurs will invest more when S1 raises. Because of the
independent distributed noise trader shocks, a higher S1 means that the expected
future shock is relatively lower and thus arbitrageurs invest more and ask for less
risk premium for compensation. Together with Proposition 1, it can be seen that
although arbitrageurs react positively to the noise trader shocks, but the price
impact is larger still. This indicates the limited ability of arbitrageurs to bear
against a non-fundamental demand shock.

Also notice that the optimal holding of long-term arbitrageurs is mainly deter-
mined by the initial position of noise trader S1 (direct impact) and transient arbi-
trageurs βT1 fT1 (indirect impact). As S1 raises, it indicates a larger price deviation
and thus a larger expected long-term profit when price converges to fundamental.
Hence long-term arbitrageurs invest more to response, and we call this the direct
effect. We refer to Proposition 2 for the indirect effect. Higher S1 also indicates a
higher holdings of speculators, which reduce the price deviation. Thus long-term
arbitrageurs wish to invest less. Due to the indirect effect, holdings of long-term
arbitrageurs are now affected by the short-term noise trader risk (δn) and risk tol-
erance of transient arbitrageurs (γT ). These two effects are canceling each other,
but the former is always higher. Thus in aggregate, long-term arbitrageurs are
also positively reacting to larger initial noise. Compare to the reaction of transient
arbitrageurs, we always find that

∂βT1
∂S1

>
∂βL1
∂S1

. (18)

It indicates that transient arbitrageurs are more sensitive to changes in current
market circumstances.

Arbitrage activities are captured by the initial mispricing correction, K and
noise persistence, Λ. Since arbitrageurs alter their strategies in response to differ-
ent noise trader demand shock, this tend to affect the mispricing correction and
noise momentum as well.

Proposition 3. Consider the 3-period model setup from Subsection 3.1 to 3.5, we
find that ∂K

∂S1
> 0 for βT1 < 1 , ∂K

∂S1
< 0 for βT1 = 1 and ∂Λ

∂S1
< 0.
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Proposition 3 shows that the extended model also provide the same relation
between arbitrage activities and initial mispricing shock as in Cai et al. (2015).
Mispricing correction is positively related to the initial demand shock, it becomes
negative later when transient arbitrageurs are fully committed. Notice that the
sign of mispricing correction is mainly determined by transient arbitrageur’s posi-
tion, since they are more sensitive to the initial demand shock S1. The subsequent
noise momentum becomes smaller because of the relatively lower future shocks.

4.2. The Impact of Non-fundamental Risk

Our primary focus is on the fundamental and non-fundamental risk. The
sentiment- and fundamental-based explanations draw different implications in our
model, which leads to different predictions in the aggregate arbitrageurs activ-
ities. According to sentiment-based explanation, value stocks are characterized
as poorly-performaned and unprofitable stocks that is unattractive to investors,
which tend to be more risky and costly for arbitrageurs. Thus sentiment-based
explanation suggests that value stocks contain a relatively higher noise trader risk,
δn, i.e. the risk of a further change of investor sentiment away from its mean, and
arbitrageurs require higher risk premium for bearing the risk. We conclude the
effect of noise trader risk (non-fundamental risk) in the following propositions.

Proposition 4. Consider the 3-period model setup from Subsection 3.1 to 3.5, we
find that ∂βT

1

∂δn
< 0 and ∂βL

1

∂δn
> 0.

Proposition 5. Consider the 3-period model setup from Subsection 3.1 to 3.5, we
find that ∂K

∂δn
< 0 and ∂Λ

∂δn
< 0.

Proposition 4 again captures the indirect effect from transient arbitrageurs.
On one hand, higher noise trader risk reduces transient arbitrageur demand to
long the asset, which causes a decline in price and mispricing correction. A drop
in the initial price means that long-run arbitrage return is protentially higher.
As a result, the indirect effect suggests that long-term arbitrageurs augment their
initial investment. This, on the other hand, enhance the price efficiency and initial
correction. Since the the former effect is always stronger, thus in aggregate we
have ∂P1

∂δn
< 0 and ∂K

∂δn
< 0, which is indicated in Proposition 5. The impact on

noise persistence is mainly explained by transient arbitrageurs. As they reduce
their long position in the asset, they are saving funding and are able to provide
more pricing efficiency for the next period. Thus we have less noise persistence,
∂Λ
∂δn

< 0 in the subsequent period. An opposite result can be reach when βT1 < 0
3.

3See appendix for proof.
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Cai et al. (2015) show that the overall speed of adjustment are positively
associated with initial mispricing correction, K, but negatively with subsequent
noise momentum, Λ. Accroding to Proposition 5, the impact of noise trader risk
is rather uncertain on the overall speed of adjustment, since higher noise trader
risk leads to lower mispricing correction, which slow the speed of adjustment, and
also leads to lower noise momentum, which increase the speed of adjustment.

4.3. The Impact of Fundamental Risk

The fundamental-based explanation, however, implies that value stocks are
those companies in financial distress and vulnerable to bankruptcy (Fama and
French, 1996). Higher cash-flow fundamental risk in value is responsible for the
value anomaly. Thus fundamental-based explanation suggests that value stocks
should have relatively more uncertain payoffs, i.e. a higher fundamental risk δd.
The impact of fundamental risk can be summarized as follows.

Proposition 6. Consider the 3-period model setup from Subsection 3.1 to 3.5, we
find that∂β

T
1

∂δd
= 0 and ∂βL

1

∂δd
< 0.

Proposition 7. Consider the 3-period model setup from Subsection 3.1 to 3.5, we
find that ∂K

∂δd
< 0 and ∂Λ

∂δd
> 0.

The effect of fundamental risk on mispricing correction is not surprising, since
arbitrageurs will reduce their demand on the asset and result in a lower initial
mispricing correction. However, the effect on noise momentum are not straight-
forward. First, recall the price in period 1 and 2 from Eq. (2) and (8),

P1 = d̄− S1 + βT1 f
T
1 + βL1 f

L
1

P2 = πP1

where π =
d̄−S2+fT2
d̄−S1+βT

1 f
T
1
. π captures the price less arbitrageur’s investment in period

2 over that in period 1. In other words, π is the gross return from period 1
to 2. Notice that π does not determined by long-term arbitrageurs behavior,
since they do not care about the short term return; Under our assumption that
fT1 > S̄2 − S1, we find π is always greater than 1. Second, we have shown in
Proposition 6, the impact of fundamental risk on asset price is channeled through
long-term arbitrageur’s position. According to our model setup, the impact on
price in period 1 and 2 can be expressed as

∂P1

∂δd
= fL1

∂βL1
∂δd

< 0

∂P2

∂δd
= πfL1

∂βL1
∂δd

< 0.
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When π > 1, i.e. P2 > P1, long-term arbitrageurs experience a expected positive
return from period 1 to 2, i.e. E

(
βL2 f

L
2 | FL1

)
> βL1 f

L
1 . Thus as fundamental risk

rises, arbitrageurs reduce their investment in period 1 and 2 accordingly. Then
there is a relatively greater negative impact on P2 since arbitrageurs have more
investments in period 2. It means that as fundamental risk rises, P2 tend to drop
further than P1 due to the behavior of long-term arbitrageurs, which results in
greater noise persistence, Λ4.

Regarding to the overall speed of adjustment, the impact of fundamental risk
is negative according to Proposition 7. One should expect a slower speed of
adjustment with higher the fundamental risk, since higher fundamental risk reduce
mispricing correction but augment noise momentum. The aggregate impact leads
to a slower mean reversion.

4.4. Testable Predictions

In this subsection we summarise the theoretical predictions under three disticnt
regimes, namely the no premium with EV (R) = EG (R), the value premium with
EV (R) > EG (R) and the value discount with EV (R) < EG (R).

Prediction 1 under the no premium regime: In this case the fundamental
and non-fundamental risks are the same for value and growth assets, i.e. δnV = δnG

and δdV = δdG. Then, Propositions 5 and 7 suggest that both initial mispricing
correction and subsequent noise persistence parameters are equivalent for value
and growth assets, i.e. KV = KG, ΛV = ΛG.

Next, we consider the value premium regime. Sentiment-based explanation
implies that value should have a higher noise trader risk, δnV > δnG, while
fundamental-based explanation implies that value should contain a higher fun-
damental risk, δdV > δdG. Thus Proposition 5 and 7 predicts the following:

Prediction 2 under the value premium regime: (i) Under the sentiment-
based assumption that the noise trader risk associated with the value asset is
higher than that with the growth asset, i.e. δnV > δnG, we obatin the prediction
that KV < KG andΛV < ΛG, suggesting that both initial mispricing correction
and subsequent noise persistence parameters for value asset is lower than those for
growth assets. (ii) Under the fundamental-based assumption that the fundamental
risk associated with the value asset is higher than that with the growth asset, i.e.
δdV > δdG, our prediction is that KV < KG and ΛV > ΛG.

Finally, we consider the value discount regime in which case it is easily seen
that we obtain the opposite predictions on aggregate arbitrageurs activities as
follows:

4In contrast, for π < 1 (−1 < βT
1 < 0), then Λ is decreasing with fundamental risk. See

appendix for more information.
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Prediction 3 under the value discount regime: (i) Under the sentiment-
based assumption that the noise trader risk associated with the value asset is
higher than that with the growth asset, i.e. δnV > δnG, we obatin the prediction
that KV > KG andΛV > ΛG. (ii) Under the fundamental-based assumption that
the fundamental risk associated with the value asset is higher than that with the
growth asset, i.e. δdV > δdG, our prediction is that KV > KG, ΛV < ΛG.

Cai et al. (2015) show that the overall speed of adjustment are positively
associated with initial mispricing correction, K, but negatively with subsequent
noise momentum, Λ. We also find that the impact of noise trader risk (δn) on the
overall speed of adjustment are uncertain (see Proposition 7) whilst the increase
in the fundamental risk always results in the slower overall mean reversion and
vice versa. Hence, we obtain:

Prediction 4 on the overall speed of adjustment: (i) Under the no pre-
mium regime, the overall speed of adjustments of both value and growth assets
are predicted to be the same. (ii) Under the value premium regime, the sentiment-
based prediction on the overall speed of adjustments of value and growth assets
is generally uncertain while the fundamental-based prediction suggests that the
overall speed of adjustment of value asset is slower than that of growth asset.
(iii) Under the value discount regime, the sentiment-based prediction on the over-
all speed of adjustments of value and growth assets is still uncertain while the
fundamental-based prediction suggests that the overall speed of adjustment of
value asset is faster than that of growth asset.

Finally, according to our assumption on transient arbitrageurs capital con-
straint, i.e. S̄2 > fT1 > S̄2−S1, we derive its implication on noise momentum and
yield the last prediction:

Prediction 5. The noise momentum satisfies that 0 < Λi < 1 for i ∈ {V, G}.
The intuitions lie behind the predictions are straightforward. Prediction 4 im-

plies that transient arbitrageurs are exploiting a mispricing opportunity in average,
such that 0 < βT1 < 1, rather than being another source of non-fundamental shock.
It reflects on the noise momentum, as discussed in Eq. (12). Prediction 2 and
3 reveal the two competing outcomes under fundamental- and sentiment-based
explanations. The outcomes are driven by the nature of fundamental and noise
trader risk. Under a mispricing and limited arbitrage framework, arbitrageurs face
both fundamental and non-fundamental risk when they observe price discrepancy
created by noise trader and enter the market to exploit it. Long-term arbitrageurs
who earn their profit when price recovers to fundamental care about fundamental
risk. When facing a higher fundamental risk, they are more likely to reduce the
initial and subsequent investment, which causes a lower mispricing correction and
a higher noise persistence in value. Transient arbitrageurs who close their posi-
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tion in short horizon might concern about the noise trade risk, since mispricing
persists in short-run. They tend to hold their investment in the initial period,
and invest more when noise trader’s misperception gets worse. In aggregate, the
impact of higher noise trade risk in value leads to a lower mispricing correction
and noise momentum. Notice that in terms of value discount, the predicts under
fundamental- or sentiment-based explanation should go in the opposite direction.

5. An Empirical Application

To investigate whether the value anomalies are mainly attributed to fundamen-
tal risk or non-fundamental risk, we consider the relationship between index and
index future prices, and we approximate it by the cost-of-carry model. In practice,
we observe that the mispricing deviations from this no-arbitrage relation are not
arbitraged away immediately, due to transaction and holding costs. Furthermore,
Cai et al. (2015) show that transaction cost cannot fully explain the nonlinear
price adjustment pattern in index and index future.

5.1. The Data

Our datatset covers the period from 7 April 1999 to 5 December 2014 (a
total of 4093 observations) for S&P 500 value and growth indices and S&P 500
value and growth future indices from NYSE and NASDAQ, which are collected
from DataStream. The S&P 500 value (growth) index is a market-capitalization-
weighted index, mainly consisting of those stocks within the S&P 500 index that
have a strong value (growth) characteristic. Value stocks are measured by book-
to-market ratio, cash flow-to-market ratio and sales-to-market ratio while growth
stocks are measured by five-year earnings (sales) per share growth rate and five-
year internal growth rate.5

Denote st and ft as the logged spot and future prices. We construct the
fundamental, f ∗

t using the cost-of-carry formula, f ∗
t = st + (πt − qt) τt, where qt is

the annualized dividend yield (the S&P 500 dividend yield), and πt is the risk-
free interest rate (the US three month T-bill rate) and τt is the time to maturity.
Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics. Notice that the differences between
logged futures and spot prices are on average 0.008 and 0.150 while the differences
between the futures price and the fundamental are -0.015 and 0.126 for value and
growth indices.

We now focus on the HML return, which is designed to capture the value
premium, that is, the return associated with the long-short portfolio (long in the

5For example, on January 30 2015, the S&P 500 value index consists of 55 stocks from
NASDAQ and 308 stocks from NYSE whereas S&P 500 growth index includes 93 from NASDAQ
and 229 from NYSE.
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value and short in the growth index). Denote HMLf and HMLs as the daily
HML return of future and spot index, which are constructed as

HMLf = ln

(
fVt
fVt−1

)
− ln

(
fGt
fGt−1

)
and HMLs = ln

(
sVt
sVt−1

)
− ln

(
sGt
sGt−1

)

where fVt
(
fGt
)
is the value (growth) future index and sVt

(
sGt
)
is the value (growth)

index. Both HMLf and HMLs are zero-investment portfolios.
Over the full sample period, the HML returns of index and index future are

slightly positive at 0.0019 and 0.0019 percent per day (around 0.04% per month),
but both returns are not statistically significant with t-statistics, 0.181 and 0.206,
respectively. This finding is generally consistent with Fama and French [21], who
find no evidence in favor of the value premium (with mean, 0.10% per month and
t statistic, 0.49) in large stocks in the North America region. Loughran (1997)
claimed that the value premium has been mainly observed for small stocks, but
Loughran also documented evidence for a weak value premium among large US
firms from 1963 to 1995.

5.2. Empirical Methodology

First, we follow Guidolin and Timmermann (2008), and apply the following
Markov-switching vector autoregression (MS-VAR) model to the vector of HML
returns:

rtSj
= µSj

+
p∑
j=1

AijSj
rt−jSj

+ εitSj
, εitSj

∼ iid
(
0, ΩSj

)
. (19)

Here rtSj
=
(
r1tSj

, r2tSj
, . . . , rntSj

)′

is an n×1 vector of returns, Sj are the regime

variables, µSj
=
(
µ1Sj

, . . . , µiSj

)
is an n × 1 vector of mean returns in regime St

and εtSj
=
(
ε1tSj

. . . εntSj

)
is the vector of return innovations that are assumed to

be joint normally distributed with zero mean and state-specific covariance matrix
ΩSj

. We only consider the case with no autoregressive terms, since there is lack of
serial correlation in the daily return series. The return series comprise future HML
and index HML returns, i.e. HMLf and HMLs. Each state is the realization of
a first order Markov chain governed by the k × k transition probability matrix P

with element pji defined as

pji = Pr (St = i | St−1 = j) , i, j = 1, . . . , k

pji is the transition probability from state j to i.
Second, we identify the regime in each days that has the largest smoothed

probability among all in the model, after the regime-switching regression model.
In each regimes, we aim to capture arbitrageur’s activities that exploit the price
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Table 1: Basic Descriptive Statistics

Mean Median Minimum Maximum Std Dev
Panel A: Value index

∆ft 0.012 0 -11.01 10.60 1.25
∆st 0.012 0.018 -10.28 10.56 1.30
∆f ∗

t 0.012 0.020 -10.27 10.56 1.30
ft − st -0.000 -0.079 -3.08 5.95 0.55
ft − f ∗

t -0.019 -0.053 -3.67 5.52 0.42
Panel B: Growth index

∆ft 0.011 0 -11.53 10.24 1.22
∆st 0.010 0.029 -10.02 12.06 1.27
∆f ∗

t 0.011 0.033 -10.03 12.08 1.28
ft − st 0.141 0.025 -4.77 5.13 0.57
ft − f ∗

t 0.122 0.059 -5.67 4.58 0.44
Panel C: Value minus Growth

HMLf 0.001 0 -6.15 6.89 0.67
HMLs 0.001 0 -4.81 4.36 0.59

Panel D: Market
qt 1.82 1.80 1.11 3.60 0.43
πt 1.96 1.21 0 6.24 2.00

Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics of all variables, separated into four panels.
First two panels include the results of value and growth stocks. st is the daily log
index spot price, ∆ft (∆f ∗

t ) is the difference of log future (fundamental) price and
ft − f ∗

t is the difference between future and fundamental. Panel C captures the
return of long value and short growth in both index and index future market, while
panel D captures the market statistics. qt and πt are the annualized dividend yield
and risk-free interest rate. All numbers are recorded in percentage point terms.
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discrepancy between index and index future. In doing so, we follow Faff et al.
(2015) to measure arbitrageur’s activities by mispricing correction and noise mo-
mentum, and apply the two period GECM, which is given as:

∆ft = α + κ ˆzt−1 + λ∗ ˆzt−2 + δ∆f ∗
t + γ∆ft−1 + µt, µt ∼ iid

(
0, σ2

µ

)
(20)

where κ measures the initial mispricing correction and λ = λ∗/ (1 + κ) measures
the noise momentum. fit is the natural log of the future contract price, f ∗

t is the
natural log of fundamental price and ẑt is the mispricing error for stock i. The
fundamental f ∗

t is calculated using cost of carry model, f ∗
t = St exp (πt − qt) τt,

where St is the index spot price, πt is the annualized risk-free rate (proxied by
3-month T-bill) and qt is the annualized dividend yield on the index (proxied by
the dividend yield on S&P 500 index). The pricing error ẑt is estimated by the
long-run equation:

ft = µ+ θf ∗
t + zt. (21)

Notice also that the model in (20) accommodates the dynamics of price overreac-
tion or underreaction with respect to fundamental changes through the contempo-
raneous reaction coefficient, δ, as well as the short-run momentum effects through
the coefficient, γ. The model allows for possible feedback trading patterns, cap-
tured by π, where γ = wπ and δ = 1 + w. The positive (negative) π implies
positive (negative) feedback trading.

5.3. Empirical Results

We present the estimation results for the three-regime (k = 3) MS-VAR model
in Table 2 for two HML returns, HMLf and HMLs. Regime 1 represents the
zero-HML-return state with HMLf and HMLs close to zero. This regime has
a duration of over 22 days and consists half of the observations. Figure 1 shows
that regime 1 mainly captures two periods of persistent rises in the stock market,
2004-2008 and 2010-2014. After we identify the regimes in each days, the market
return in regime 1 is relatively large and the volatility is relatively low compare
to other regimes. Thus regime 1 is the highly persistent, low-volatility bull state
with zero-HML-return.

Regime 2 is a moderately persistent state with significant value discount and
a duration of 11 days. Both HMLf and HMLs are significantly negative (-0.037
and -0.034 respectively). According to Figure 1, regime 2 captures the periods
between bull and bear markets, such as the end of internet bubbles, 2001-2004,
and the start and the end of subprime crisis, 2008-2010. The market return in
regime 2 (-0.053) less than that in regime 1, but has a higher volatility. Thus
regime 2 represents a highly volatile market with significant value discount.
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Table 2: Results of three-regimes Markov-switching VARs with no autoregressive term

regime 1 regime 2 regime 3
Mean T-value Mean T-value Mean T-value

Panel A: HML return
HMLf -0.000 -0.062 -0.037 -2.11 0.122 1.70
SD 0.058 0.362 2.456
HMLs -0.001 -0.23 -0.034 -2.04 0.120 1.99
SD 0.057 0.337 1.698
obs 2216 1389 487
rsp 0.060 -0.053 -0.025
Stdev 0.820 1.364 2.196

Panel B: Transition Probability
Regime 1 0.94350 0.08619 0.00366
Regime 2 0.05538 0.88621 0.07991
Regime 3 0.00111 0.02759 0.91642
Ergodic 0.5341 0.3450 0.1210

Table 2 reports the estimation of the vector Markov switching model. The sample
period is 01/04/1999 - 05/12/2014, a total 4093 observations. Panel A reports the
estimated results of three-regime switching VAR model in (19) with no autore-
gression terms for returns of HML future and HML index returns:

ritRj
= µiRj

+
p∑
j=1

AijRj
rit−jRj

+ εitRj

where Rj are the regime variables. The return series HMLf and HMLs is the
daily return of long value index (future) and short growth index (future). Panel
B reports the transition and ergodic probabilites.
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Figure 1: Smoothed regime probabilities: three regime Markov-switching VAR model for return
of HMLf and HMLs

The figure plots the smoothed regime probability for the regression of three-regime
Markov-switching VAR for returns on HMLf and HMLs. The bottom figure
plots the market performance of S&P 500 at the same time. The sample pe-
riod is 01/04/1999 - 05/12/2014. The smoothed regime probabilities are used to
determine the regime in each day.

Finally, Regime 3 is a a moderately persistent state with significant value pre-
mium and a duration of 13 days. Although it only consist 10% of the observations,
the HML returns, HMLf and HMLs, are extremely high in this regime (0.122
and 0.120 respectively), with the highest volatility. Regime 3 mainly capture the
internet bubble in 2000 and the subprime crisis in 2008. The market return in
this regime is negative (-0.025) and highly volatile, which indicates a bear market
in regime 3.

Our results are different from GT, who study the monthly return from 1927 to
2005. GT document a zero-HML-return state in bear market and a positive-HML-
return state in bull market, while our study, based on different database and pe-
riod, shows that highly positive-HML-return in bear market and zero-HML-return
in bull market. More importantly, this result is contradicted to the fundamental-
based explanation. According to the fundamental-based explanation, value stocks
are fundamentally riskier than growth stocks, which means value stocks tend to
underperform especially in the bear states. However, our result shows that both
value premium and discount appears in the bear states. LSV run a similar test of
the fundamental-based explanation, but mainly based on monthly data.

We next analyze the aggregate arbitrage activities in value and growth across
all regimes. Panel A and C in table 3 shows the result of the two-period GECM of
value and growth index respectively, while table 4 shows the results of coefficient
differences between value and growth. In general, the result reveals the following
findings in the three regimes. First, the regime with zero HML return has the
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lowest volatility σ among all in both value and growth index, while the regime
with value premium has the highest. Second, the absolute value of pricing errors
| zt−1 | are lowest in the regimes with zero HML, and slightly higher in value
discount regime. Pricing error in value premium regime are almost twice of that
in Regime 1 and 2. Third, the estimated mispricing correction κ are negative
and the noise momentum λ are positive, and both are less than unity, which
is consistent with Faff et al. (2015) and Cai et al. (2015) predictions. More
importantly, λ < 1 indicates that transient arbitrageurs transient arbitrageurs
are mostly exploiting a mispricing opportunity, i.e. 0 < βT1 < 1, which confirms
our Prediction 5. Fourth, as the volatility and the initial pricing errors | zt−1 |
increase from regime 1 to 3, the mispricing correction κ rises, which indicates that
arbitrageurs are willing to bear against mispricing.

Our primary focus is on the comparison between value and growth indices. In
regime 1, the zero-HML-return state, value index has a slightly greater κ than
growth index (0.386 and 0.366 respectively), with a difference of 2%. Such dif-
ference is not significant (i.e. we cannot reject the difference is equal to zero, as
shown in table 4). More importantly, the noise momentum in both value and
growth are indifferent (0.295 and 0.291 respectively). According to our theoreti-
cal model, both fundamental- and sentiment-based explanations predict that value
and growth witness similar κ and λ when they have the same returns (Prediction
1.). It indicates that value and growth have similar cash-flow fundamentals and
non-fundamental risk, and arbitrageurs treat them in the same way.

Comparing κ and λ across value and growth in regime 2 where the value
discount arises, we find that they are are higher in value index than in growth
index. The mispricing correction is 56.9% in value but only 53.0% in growth,
while the noise momentum is 58.0% in value but only 49.3% in growth. The
results are significant statistically. The difference in κ and λ between value and
growth are 3.9% and 8.7%, which is significantly larger than those in regime 1.
This finding strongly support the prediction under sentiment-based explanation
in (Prediction 2. (i)) that due to higher non-fundamental risk in growth index
in this regime, arbitrageurs, who exploit the price discrepancy in growth index
and index future, experience a lower κ and λ.

Regime 3 is the state with significant value premium. The different between
mispricing correction in value (63.8%) and growth (67.7%) is significant, 3.9%.
Moreover, the noise momentum in value (39.7%) are a lot less than that in growth
(73.0%). The difference in λ is the highest, 33.3%. The aggregate arbitrage
activities satisfy the sentiment-based view in Prediction 3. (i), since we observe
that arbitrageurs tend to have lower mispricing correction and noise momentum
in value due to a higher non-fundamental risk.
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Table 3: Results of the Two-period Generalized Error Correction Model

Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime 3
Mean T-stat Mean T-stat Mean T-stat

Panel A: Value index
α -0.005 *** -2.69 0.002 0.84 0.014 *** 3.55
κ -0.386 *** -28.4 -0.569 *** -40.0 -0.638 *** -42.4
λ∗ 0.181 *** 17.2 0.250 *** 18.0 0.143 *** 9.10
λ 0.295 *** 11.1 0.580 *** 12.8 0.397 *** 7.26
δ 0.893 *** 286. 0.937 *** 317. 0.910 *** 177.
γ 0.038 *** 10.6 0.011 *** 3.69 0.012 ** 2.36
σ 0.128 0.158 0.253

Panel B: Recoverd Coefficients
w -0.106 *** -33.1 -0.062 *** -21.2 -0.089 *** -17.4
π 0.365 *** 10.3 0.180 *** 3.59 0.144 ** 2.39

SOA 0.205 *** 19.7 0.318 *** 23.1 0.494 *** 21.1
| zt−1 | 0.207 0.243 0.592

Panel C: Growth index
α -0.006 *** -3.11 0.004 * 1.65 0.012 *** 3.03
κ -0.366 *** -27.9 -0.530 *** -37.1 -0.677 *** -46.6
λ∗ 0.184 *** 14.5 0.231 *** 16.6 0.235 *** 15.5
λ 0.291 *** 17.9 0.493 *** 19.9 0.730 *** 16.5
δ 0.890 *** 278. 0.919 *** 287. 0.891 *** 171.
γ 0.044 *** 12.3 0.010 *** 3.03 0.030 *** 5.53
σ 0.122 0.158 0.271

Panel D: Recoverd Coefficients
w -0.109 *** -34.2 -0.080 *** -25.1 -0.108 *** -20.7
π 0.402 *** 11.5 0.127 *** 2.98 0.286 *** 5.26

SOA 0.181 *** 18.9 0.298 *** 22.4 0.442 *** 27.9
| zt−1 | 0.219 0.255 0.615

Table 3 reports the two-period GECM for value and growth index in the three
regimes that identified in table 2. In every day, we identify the regime that has
the largest smoothed probability among the three regimes, and then run the two-
period GECM in (20). Panel A and C reports the results of the two-period GECM
in each regime of value and growth index (future):

∆fit = α + κ ˆzit−1 + λ∗ ˆzit−2 + δ∆f ∗
it + γ∆fit−1 + µit

where λ = λ∗/(1 + κ), ẑt is the mispricing error estimated from equation (21).
Panel B and D reports the recovered coefficient in the model. Notice that SOA
represents the overall speed of adjustment, κ+ λ (1 + κ); w is recovered by δ − 1
and π = −γ/w; | zt−1 | is the absolute value of ẑt, constructed as the measure
of mispricing error. To obtain the variance of the recovered coefficients, a delta
method is applied. ***, **, * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels,
respectively.
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Table 4: Results of Value minus Growth
Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime 3

Mean T-stat Mean T-stat Mean T-stat
Value minus Growth

α 0.000 0.20 -0.002 -0.57 -0.011 * -1.97
κ -0.020 -1.05 -0.038 * -1.92 0.039 * 1.88
λ∗ -0.003 -0.19 0.018 0.95 -0.091 *** -4.19
λ 0.003 0.15 0.087 ** 2.37 -0.333 *** -4.73
δ 0.003 0.68 0.017 *** 4.10 0.018 ** 2.54
γ -0.005 -1.02 0.001 0.23 -0.018 ** -2.31
π -0.037 -0.74 0.053 0.80 -0.142 * -1.75

SOA 0.023 * 1.67 0.019 1.04 0.052 * 1.85
Table 4 reports the difference in coefficients between value and growth in three
regimes shown in table 3. A delta method is applied to obtain the variance of the
differences. ***, **, * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.

The overall speed of adjustment, characterizing by κ + λ (1 + κ) are slightly
faster in value among all three regimes: 20.5% and 18.1% in Regime 1; 31.8% and
29.8% in Regime 2; 49.4% and 44.2% in Regime 3. However, the differences are
similar in three regimes, 2.3%, 1.9% and 5.2 respectively, but insignificant. The
result is consistent with the sentiment-based explanation in Prediction 4. as well,
since non-fundamental risk have two competing effect on speed of adjustment and
the aggregate effect might be canceled out.

The other parameters in our model are similar across value and growth index,
and also reveal some important findings. First, the intercept, α, in both value
and growth are negative in Regime 1, but positive in Regime 2 and 3. The
negative (positive) sign indicates that future price is more bearish (bullish) than
the spot price. This suggests that the regime where arbitrageurs are unbiased
(biased) between value and growth coincides the period in which future price is
more bearish (bullish) than the spot price. In Regime 3 where the market is most
volatile, the intercepts are the highest (around 0.013). This implies that there
are 1 basis point returns daily in future market for both value and growth index
future, along with the highest volatility. This results is consistent with Cai et al.
(2015), who also find that future price are more bullish when markets are volatile.

Second, the contemporaneous market reaction coefficient, w = δ − 1, are also
similar across value and growth index and are less than unity among three regimes,
indicating the price underreaction in the future market. Take Regime 1 in value
index for instance, it suggests that for a one percentage point change in fundamen-
tal value there will be 0.9 percentage point price movement in the future market
in the same direction.

Third, the feedback trading pattern π are significantly positive across value
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and growth among three regimes, suggesting the there is positive feedback trading
in the value (growth) index market. In zero HML return regime, the positive
feedback trading are the largest among the three regime. More interestingly, we
find that higher level of positive feedback trading are found in growth (value)
when value premium (discount) exists. This result is rather significant in the
regime with value premium, where the level of positive feedback trading in value
and growth are 0.144 and 0.286. The difference is significant according to table
4. Thus when arbitrageurs are in favor of growth index, then they tend to have a
greater incentive to positively trade growth.

6. Conclusion

This paper distinguish the two explanations behind value premium anomaly:
the fundamental-based view, which attributes it to cash-flow fundamental risk,
and the sentiment-based view, which suggests that stocks are mispriced due to
investors sentiment. We first designs a integrated model in which asset prices
reflect both fundamental and noise trader risk, and in which heterogeneous arbi-
trageurs exploit the price discrepancies at multiple trading periods. The model
highlights the importance of arbitrage activities in response to fundamental and
non-fundamental risk. We refer to the work of Faff et al. (2015) for two measures
of the aggregate arbitrage activities, ie. initial mispricing correction and noise
momentum. The model predicts that: 1, under fundamental-based view, arbi-
trageurs in value stocks tend to generate lower initial mispricing correction and
noise momentum; 2, under sentiment-based view, arbitrageurs in value stocks are
more likely to generate lower mispricing correction but higher noise momentum.

To test our model predictions, we apply a two-stage methodology on S&P 500
value and growth index and index future. First, we identify three regimes with
distinctive HML returns, using a regime-switching VAR model. Value premium
tend to occurs during the bear market, while value discount is likely to appear
in between bull and bear market. The persistent bull market, during 2004-2008
and 2010-2014, captures most of the regime with no premium or discount. In
the second stage, we apply the two-period generalized ECM to each regime and
calculate the aggregate arbitrage activities for value and growth indices. The
results show that value (growth) tend to generate lower mispricing correction and
noise momentum when it outperforms.

Our theoretical and empirical results produce the following implications. First,
our results indicate that non-fundamental risk is the main determinant of large-
cap value premium anomaly, such that the supreme return in value stocks are
attributed to the relatively higher non-fundamental risk. However, like Lakon-
ishok et al. (1994) and Daniel et al. (2001), our theory and empirical results do
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not dispute the possibility that both fundamental- and sentiment-based theories
will jointly explain value premium anomaly. Fundamental risk can explain the to-
tal asset return, and might be able to explain some of the value anomaly as well.
Second, we suggest that in a model where assets are priced in terms of risk and mis-
pricing, the aggregate arbitrage activities is an important approach to understand
asset pricing and identify the impact of fundamental and non-fundamental risk.
Arbitrageurs strategically adjust their investment in response to different type of
risk, and it reflects on the immediate price impact and subsequent mispricing per-
sistence. It would be interesting to extend our approach to the model of Daniel et
al. (2001), which include more discussion about asset pricing with the traditional
CAPM beta and price-related misvaluation. Third, our paper strongly supports
the work of Faff et al. (2015) for the importance of noise persistence in the mar-
ket. Although the initial price impact of fundamental and non-fundamental risk
(impact on K) is similar, but their impact on the subsequent noise persistence,
captured by the noise momentum coefficient, reveals the difference. It provide an
alternative but rather direct tool to analyze asset pricing anomalies. For future
studies, our theoretical and empirical approach can also be extended to test several
other pricing anomalies, such as the small-cap and momentum effect, and analyze
some observable persistent mispricing, such as the credit spread during European
Debt Crisis, with appropriate dataset.
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AppendixA. Appendix

AppendixA.1. Proof of long-term arbitrageurs’ optimal position

We known that long-term arbitrageurs does not alter the number of share they
hold in period 2:

βL2 f
L
2 = βL1 f

L
1

P2

P1

, (A.1)

where α is the PBA sensitivity and it is assumed to be greater than 1. Since the
fundamental is normally distributed, maximizing the value of Eq. (1) is equivalent
to maximizing E (f3a | F1a) − 1

2
γaV ar (f3a | F1a). Since asset payoffs is normally

distributed, d3 ∼ N
(
d̄, δd

)
, then the expectation and variance of funding in period

3 can be expressed as

E
(
fL3
)

= fL1 + βL1 f
L
1

(
d̄

P1

− 1

)

V ar
(
fL3
)

=

(
αβL1 f

L
1 δd

P1

)2

Finally, the first order condition in terms of βL1 leads to the optimal position:

βL1 =
P1

(
d̄− P1

)
αfL1 γ

Lδ2
d

.

One can get Eq.(6) by setting α = 1 and get Eq. (7) using Eq. (2). After
Substituting Eq. (2) in to the optimal position, we have

βL1 =
2
(
S1 − βT1 fT1

)
− d̄− αγLδ2

d +

√(
d̄+ αγLδ2

d

)2
− 4α (S1 − βT1 fT1 ) γLδ2

d

2fL1

To provide better understanding of the optimal position, we approximate the
square root term in terms of S1−βT1 fT1 . The square root term can be represented
as the sum of the first two terms of its taylor series:

(
d̄+ αγLδ2

d

)
−
(
S1 − βT1 fT1

) 2αγLδ2
d

d̄+ αγLδ2
d

and the optimal position becomes

βL1 ≈
d̄
(
S1 − βT1 fT1

)
fL1
(
d̄+ αγLδ2

d

)
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AppendixA.2. Proof of transient arbitrageurs’ optimal position

For transient arbitrageurs, the expected price in period 2 is expressed as:

P2 = d̄− S2 + fT2 + βL2 f
L
2 .

Transient arbitrageurs believe that they are fully invested in period 2, since they
tend to ignore the long run fundamental risk in period 1. Then together with Eq.
(5), P2 can be rewriten as

P2 =
(
d̄− S2 + fT2

)
ξ (A.2)

where ξ = P1

P1−βL
1 f

L
1
. From Eq. (3), one can rewrite fT2 as

fT2 = fT1 + αβT1 f
T
1

(
P2

P1

− 1
)
.

Together with Eq. (A.2), we find that

fT2 =
fT1 P1

(
1− αβT1

)
+ αβT1 f

T
1 ξ
(
d̄− S2

)
P1 − αβT1 fT1 ξ

With a similar technique, the optimal position in period 1 for transient arbi-
trageurs is derived as

β̄T1 =

(
P1 − βT1 fT1

) (
P1 − βT1 fT1 −

(
d̄− S + fT1

))
αfT1

(
P1 − βT1 fT1 −

(
d̄− S̄2 + fT1

)
− γT δ2

n

) . (A.3)

By setting α = 1 and P1 satisfies Eq. (2), one can rearrange Eq. (A.3) and get
the optimal position of transient arbitrageurs:

βT1 =

(
d̄− S1

)
(
d̄− S1 + γT δ2

n

)
(
fT1 + S1 − S̄2

)
fT1

. (A.4)

Again we approximate the first term in Eq. (A.4) as the first term of its taylor
series in terms of S1: (

1− γT δ2
n

d̄+ γT δ2
n

)

and the optimal position becomes

βT1 =
d̄
(
fT1 + S1 − S̄2

)
(
d̄+ γT δ2

n

)
fT1
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AppendixB. Appendix B

Proposition 8. Under the model setup, we find that

∂βT1
∂S1

 > 0, −1 < βT1 < 1

= 0, βT1 = 1,−1

 , ∂βT1
∂fT1

 = 0 β1s = −1

> 0, −1 < β1s < 1



∂βL1
∂S1

 > 0, βL1 < 1

= 0, βL1 = 1

 .
Under sentiment-based explanation:

Proposition 9. Under the model setup, we find that

∂βT1
∂δn

 > 0, for -1<βT1 < 0

< 0, for 0 < βT1 < 1

 , ∂βL1
∂δn

 < 0, for − 1 < βT1 < 0

> 0, for 0 < βT1 < 1



and
∂P1

∂δn

 > 0, for − 1 < βT1 < 0

< 0, for 0 < βT1 < 1



∂K

∂δn

 > 0, for − 1 < βT1 < 0

< 0, for 0 < βT1 < 1

 , ∂Λ

∂δn

 > 0, for − 1 < βT1 < 0

< 0, for 0 < βT1 < 1


In addition, we show the results in two numerical examples in Figure B.2.
Under fundamental-based explanation:

Proposition 10. Under the model setup, we find that

∂βT1
∂δd

= 0,
∂βL1
∂δd

< 0,
∂P1

∂δd
< 0.

∂K

∂δd
< 0,

∂Λ

∂δd

 < 0, for − 1 < βT1 < 0

> 0, for 0 < βT1 < 1


Recall the price in period 1 and 2 from Eq. (2) and (8),

P1 = d̄− S1 + βT1 f
T
1 + βL1 f

L
1

P2 = πP1

where π =
d̄−S2+fT2
d̄−S1+βT

1 f
T
1
. π captures the price less arbitrageurs’ investment in pe-

riod 2 over that in period 1. In other words, π is the gross return from period
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Figure B.2: Numerical examples

Figures plot speculators’ and arbitrageurs’ position, arbitrageurs activities against
idiosyncratic risk δn. We let V = 1, γS = 4, δn = 0.4, S = 0.35. γA = 8 and
δv = 0.55. The total funding F is fixed, i.e. F = 0.2 and f1A = F − f1S. In the
right figure, we have S1 = 0.2 and β1S is negative, while in the left figure, we have
S1 = 0.3 and β1S is positive.

1 to 2. Notice that first, π does not determined by long-term arbitrageurs be-
havior, since they do not care about the short term return; Second, transient
arbitrageurs’ optimal position relies on the expected gross return from period 1
to 2, i.e. E

(
π | FT1

)
. Transient arbitrageurs make no investment, βT1 = 0 when π

equals to 1; They enter the market βT1 > 0 (βT1 < 0) when they are expected to
obtain capital gains (π greater (less) than 1). The impact of fundamental risk on
asset price is channelled through long-term arbitrageurs’ position. According to
our model setup, the impact on price in period 1 and 2 can be expressed as

∂P1

∂δd
= fL1

∂βL1
∂δd

< 0

∂P2

∂δd
= πfL1

∂βL1
∂δd

< 0.

As a result, if π > 1, then the impact of fundamental risk on P2 is greater than
that in P1. When π > 1, i.e. P2 > P1, long-term arbitrageurs experience a
expected positive return from period 1 to 2 and now have more investment, i.e.
E
(
βL2 f

L
2 | FL1

)
> βL1 f

L
1 . Thus as fundamental risk rises, arbitrageurs reduce their

investment in period 1 and 2 accordingly. Then there is a relatively greater nega-
tive impact on P2 since arbitrageurs have more investments in period 2. It means
that as fundamental risk rises, P2 tend to drop further than P1 due to the be-
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havior of long-term arbitrageurs, which results in greater noise persistence, Λ. In
contrast, for π < 1 (−1 < βT1 < 0), then Λ is decreasing with fundamental risk.
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